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Dems party for endorsements
_ *

Photos hy Pal Ooisman BGNews

PICK ME PLEASE: A group of nearly twenty Democratic candidates for state and federal office gave speeches and answered questions in an effort to win the endorsement of the Wood County
Democratic Party. Pictured from left to right is state treasurer candidate Hugh Quill, wife of gubernatorial candidate Ted Strickland, Frances Strickland, gubernatorial candidate Bryan Flannery,
attorney general candidate Marc Dann, state treasurer candidate Richard Cordray, and attorney general candidate Subodh Chandra. The event lasted from 7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
By hbn Clark
IN FOCUS EDITOR

Members of die Wood County
Democratic Party Executive
Committees eyes, ears and votes
of support were focused on candidates tor 12 Mate and two federal positions last night Bowling
Green I ligh School's cafeteria.
Nearly 20 candidates gave five
minute speeches and answered
questions fbt sL\ minutes before
the committee voted for those
they wish to support before the
May primary.

"The endorsement is an essential part of the primary," party
operations manager Amanda
Dlugiewicz said.
(Candidates for state government, including governor, attorney general and treasurer took
the podium first.
Candidate
for governor
Congressman Ted Strickland was
unable to attend die event due to
Congress being in session, said
/Man Baldwin, chairman of the
Wood County Democratic Party.
A candidate for U.S. Senate.

Rep. Sherrod Brown, was also in
Washington.
Speaking for Strickland was
his wife. Prances Strickland, who
focused on her husband's rural
upbringing and performance in
Congress during her speech.
"IfTed was this good as a manlier of Congress, just think uhai
he would be like as governor,'' she
said, relating the comments of
a Republican businessman who
had endorsed her husband.
The other of two Democratic
candidates for governor, Bryan

Flannery. focused on his plan for
public schools in Ohio
"The number-one problem In
ohio is that we have .in unconstitutional school funding system
and no one wants to lake thai
problem on," he said
AJhtr 8 few questions, the committee voiedtoeiul<iiv>Suickl,ind
for governor, lie also mm support from the olm> Democratic
Primary [he vote was 63 to 41.
The Ohio Democratic Party
already cast support for several

of the candidates so some, such

Rising rates may hurt students
Bill passed Feb. 2 will
raise rates from 5.3
percent to 6.8 percent
By Lisa Halverstadt
REP0RTCR
University student Erica Bell
will graduate in May but she'll
be paying off her education for
years to come, like 60 percent
of college students in the nation,
she must rely on federal loans to
help pay for tuition.
But Bell, who will owe rough-

ly S75.0O0 after she graduates,
is even more concerned since
Congress passed a bill raising
loan interest rates on Feb. 2.
"I'm shocked," she said. "It's
frustrating to know that I give
back so much to the school and
work so hard and I'll getting
more debt."
The bill, which is disappointing to students like Bell, will
fix the interest rate on federal
Stafford loans from 5.3 percent to
6.8 percent in luly 2007. Federal
Direct PLUS loans will rise from

6.1 percent to 8.5 percent beginning this luly, giving students
larger amounts to repay.
According to Brad Mascho.
communications director for
Rep. Paul Gillmor, R-Ohio, the
bill will save Congress an estimated $12 billion while reducing
the federal deficit and giving students greater freedom to work
with non-governmental lenders.
"This will also hold down the
cost of loans in the long run," he
said, noting that Gillmor voted
in favor of the bill.

But while the spending bill
also made cuts in other programs, the changes to collegeloans and rates make up almost
one-thiulot the bill's savings.
Craig Cornell, director of
Student Financial Aid at the
University, said the legislation
isn't bad up front — mote grant
money and loans are available
than ever — but students will
eventually be affected by it.
The bill will slowk make
LOAN RATES. PAGE 5

Bill eases minds of deployed soldiers
Ohio Congressman wrote law lightening students' interest rate woes
By Meghan Durbak
REPORltR

Military personnel no longer need to worry about paying student loans while they're
deployed thanks to University
alumnus and U.S Congressman
Tim Ryan, D-Ohio.
Ryan wrote a piece of legislaUon that suspends payments
on student loans for members
of the armed forces while they
are deployed during national
emergencies or military opera-

The government will
tions.
The
Budget
pay their interest until
they graduate and will
Reconciliation
bill,
defer interest while
signed by President
George Bush on Feb. 8,
they're active or overimpacts any activated
seas.
But military memmilitary member who
took out federal stubers with unsubsidized
dent loans since July 1,
loans will still have
TIM RYAN
2001.
CONGRESSMAN to make up for time
lost when they return
Many won't have to
worry about paying
home and deferred
interest during deployment, loan payments won't extend to
other bills — troops will still
either.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weathcr.com

■"■"■

face house payments and odier
costs when they return.
And those student loans will
be waiting for them when they
get back.
The University's Army ROTC
Captain Randall l-letcher sees
the importance of deferring
loans.
"Most often the privates will
make less money deployed than
at their regular civilian jobs.

as Attorney General hopeful
Subodh Chandra who lost suppott, looked to Wood County for
help.
And. according to Baldwin, ii
is an important county Slopping
short of savins the county determines the race, he said of the
committee, "we deliver."
BkXlted to see bow the com
mince's VOMS would coincide
With theODR University student
and committee member Katie
HartweUs support was set on
Chandra before the vote,

By Oave Herrera
RtPOStCII

An Ohio 1 louse of Representatives
bill that would make it legal fol
pharmacists to not fill emergenCJ contraception prescriptions
probably won't come up fol a
vote anytime soon, according
to Bob Latta, It-Ohio, Bowling
(irecn's suite representative.
Trie bill, which was introduced
by Celina's Representative Keith
Paber, R-Ohio, in lanuary, would
change existing law to say no one
should "perform or participate in
... distribution of any medication
which will or may result in an
abortion or termination of life."
Critics say the bill could cut
off women's access to emergencj
contraception when there are no
other pharmacies nearby; or even
more general contraception, like
condoms, if a pharmacist or
retailer believes tiiev aid an abor-

CONTRACEPTION. PAGE 2

TUESDAY
Snow
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tiiui in death.
Glenn Egelman, director of
the University's Student Health
Services, said while he couldn't
guarantee a service like the
morning after pill will always be
available to students, it is a huge
assumption to say no one in the
health center would be willing
in prescribe an emergency contraceptive.
But he said students shouldn't
worrj about being cm oil entirely.
"Out standard policy is that if
we i .mi do ii tin whatever reason, we will refer the student to
someone who can." he said.
Still, F.gelman didn't want to
speculate what issues the bill
might create until ii is officially
passed
"It's the outcome that deter-

PICKING THE WINNERS: In this
week's Pulse section, The BG News
film critics predict this year's Oscar
winners — "Brokeback Mountain",
"Crash" and director Ang Lee are
slafffavorites;PAGE8
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Pharmacists may
refuse contraception
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"Me is ovenpialiffed, I'm really
excited about him." she said,
Chandra spoke before his Idlow Attorney General candidate.
Man Dann, who won support
bom the on!' He began Ins
speech by helping the committee
with his name
"The name Subodh rhymes
with abode ... Chandra rhymes
with tundra ... it means good
knowledge,'' he said. "I believe
it's high time we had an atinincv

High:39"
Low: 26*
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Student life brings bad food
Results of unhealthy
diet can show later in
your life, says expert
By Nikki larcline
REPORTER
While students balance activities such as classes, assignments,
tests, work, internships, sleep and
finding time to partake in aetivities to reduce stress, one iiii|«>rtant element of a student's litemay be pushed aside: nutrition.
When there is limited time
during the day, grabbing a couple slices of pizza 01 a hamhurg
er is a quick way to fill a huiigi v
stomach. Even when it's not the
healthiest choice, it certainly is
the easiest.
l-'ood that looks good is what
Kyle Ii. Fetter, freshman, seeks
out when eating at the campus dining centers. A balanced
diet isn't something Fetter pays
much attention to.
Craig S. Wood, sophomore,
said when selecting meals he
thinks about not only the way
food tastes but whether or not it
would be bad for him.
"If it's too bad, I won't eat
it," he said. Wood believes that
there is loo much fried food at
the dining center in McDonald,
where he resides.
Persistent challenges to eating healthy on and off-campus
in Bowling Green will always
be there. For one thing, the
temptation of those tasty, highcalorie and high-fat foods are at
every dining facility on and off
campus.
Howling Green restaurants
with an abundance of healthy
choices seem to drown out in
the high number of fast food
restaurants, sports bars and
pizza places
Despite a high
number of fast foods in Bowling
Green, "there is always a
healthier option available." said
Vonda Hetherington, dietitian
manager at the Wood County
Hospital.
A 2003 study conducted by

the American College Health
Association estimates that IM.7
percent of college females and
39.6 percent of college males
are overweight or obese. I his
measure is taken b\ body mass
index with relation to weight
and height.
The health problems asso
elated with obesity, according to the American Obesit)
Association, include: heart disease, diabetes, high blood pies
sure, high cholesterol, certain
cancers, gallbladder disease,
certain kinds of arthritis and
respiratory disease.

lite number of diabetes cases
has sky-rocketed to the point
where it's being called an epl
demic, said Hetherington. The
American Diabetes Association
says20.8million Americans are
diagnosed with diabetes and
an estimated (i.2 million more
have it. but do not know.
While type I diabetes is
linked to family history, type
2 has been linked to inactive
and
overweight
Individuals, Hetherington said, links
between some fruits, whole
grains, and vegetables and the
prevention of diabetes, heart
disease and even some cancel S
have recently being detected,
Hetherington said.
Hetherington
tailors
a
patient's diet plan according In
individual lifestyle. Nutrition
education is available when
needed bill it's "a hard bridge
front knowledge lo behavioi
she said
The University offers tier
nutrition services to students
who wain to learn more about
living healthy, loanne Perez
Vergara.
senior
associate
director of University Dining
Services along with Daria
Blachowsk! Dryer, both regis
tcred dietitians, can help students Identify with a healthier
lifestyle though better food
choices, moderation and exei
cise.
Perez-Vergara
and

Blachowski-Oryer are there in
assist the general managers
on am concerns or questions
they have fbi menu plans at
(he campus dining facilities.
Iheie air two menu Cycles,
one fin spiing and one tor I.ill.
which .ne planned a seines
lei ill advance. I'eiiv-Yerg.ua
s.ivs they "always MV to have
healthiei options" available lo
students.
i hough the general managers al the dining facilities put
together the menus, ii is ultl
mately rev iewed by the asso
ciate dfrectoi of operations.
Perez-Vergara savs they strive
to "meet all the loud groups in
an adequate way."
she said they aie also con
scientious ni whai students
actually buy fries, burgers and
chicken nuggets, foi example.
When planning the menu, the
top selling roods, student feedback, the food groups and lie,
food i osts .ue all taken Into
account, according to Perezara.
Perez vergara said quality of
food, noi limited io the healthful foods, is where the price differences aie on campus, she
said price different esalsocome
with pav Ing for convenience,
off-campus students with a
tight budget and time restraints
COUldfind il challenging In hal
ance between the two,
for
example, a head ol lettuce thai
needs lo be cleaned and prep.ued costs only $0.99 cents al
Kroger's, while bagged lettuce
already washed and prepared
can co
egular price,
Paying for convenience is
also seen at Kroger's in the differences between deli sliced
chicken breast costing
per pound while raw, boneless,
skinless c hicken lueasts cost
only $4.99 per pound. As a
Student, light schedules can be
a restraint to tinding a healthy
mealoi hay Ing to cook and pie
NUTRITION, PAGE 5

Julie DiFranco BGNews
RECORDING MEMORIES; Emily Steele.
senior IPC major, works on her scrapbook
so she can remember her college years once she graduates. She tries to get
together for scrapbook parties with her sister and co-workers at least once a week.

Military personnel won't worry
about loans while deployed
ARMY, I ROM PAGE 1
they aie taking a pay cut, not
a pay raise," said Fletcher, refei
ring to members of the National
(iiiaid or the Reserves.
The University's \nny and
\ii Force unit cadets will also
be able lo get help if they're
deployed after graduation.
Ryan's spokesperson, Ryan
Keating, Isn't surprised by the
lew hill.
"Our soldiers need lo concentrate solely on ihe lask al
band in Iraq and Afghanistan
and should not have ihe burden of student loans weighing
on their minds." he said
Hill while Hep. Ryan worked
lo gel this pice of legisla-

tion included in the Budget
Reconciliation Hill, he opposed
the overall bill, along with all

other Democrats
But due to the Republican
majority in Congress, the bill
was passed, taking Ryan's
attached legislation with it Into
ihe lavvbooks
"No Democrat could vote for
the overall bill because il was

unacceptable." Keating said.
lie added that the bill CUl MO
billion in federal spending for
"vital programs such as housing, education, child care and
Medicaid, among many others.''
Bowling Greens representative, Paul liillmor, II Ohio, did
vote IO pass the 2006 budget

(iillmor's spokesman, Brad
Mascbo, said the congressman
sees ihe need to reduce debt
which means cutting spending across the board, including
funding to higher education.
Kin \lasc ho said tiillmor has
the students' best interests in
mind and is working to reduce
loan fees and put a cap on the
Interest rates at 6.8 percent.
Despite his resistance to
the bill, Ryan said, "There's
a lot wrong with the Budget
Iteieincilialion Bill, but my
Republican colleagues did get
at least one thing right when
they added ibis provision to
thi'ii bill."

Bill may prevent access to emergency contraception, say critics
CONTRACEPTION. FROM PAGE I
mine what actions we need to
follow." he said.
I .ilia declined to take a stance
on the bill when interviewed yesterday, saying he hadn't had lime
to read il yet
None of his constituents have
contacted him about the bill
either, he said.
But liitta was skeptical about
the its prospects.
"There's some really big things
that [leadership wants] lo get
through that I know they will
focus their time on." he said,
offering pending ethics legislation as an example
Una added the bill hadn't
been Considered l>y Ihe state senate yet. either.

"Al this stage of the game, you
don't want to lie passing too
much stuff that the other side's
not even going lo lake." he said
"Due in the session, you pretty,
much focus on what you're ge ling
to pass."
But despite the slowdown.
Amanda Monvak, president ol
iMARAL Pro-Choice BGSU, said
her group w ill still By to light the
bill, and 11 lev hope lo hold a sv in
posium next year featuring local
politicians.
"The best way to neat any bill
that's disagreeing with what we
believe is fair, and would he lies!

for women, is to treat it like ii is
progressing." she said.
(Una luriorella. president of
Falcons for life, was more passive in response, saving II was a

Get» dftV^
ZOOM!

Heath R Wallace DDS
Locatated 10 mm.
West of Btwllng Green

419-669-28S9

One Hour Tooth Whitening
Spring Break Special!

*4SO regularly *5SO

W

bill her group would probably
support, inn would mil lake sig
iiitie an! ac lion Inward.
\ol because we don't ague
with il, bill we have a lot more

Important things Immediately
on campus to worry about." she
said.
Monyak said n was unfalt fbi
pharmacists tot noose what prescriptions diev would till, and
which they wouldn't.
"What if the person doesn't
have a car and can't get toanotfi
er pharmacy?,'' she said.
Similai backlash from resi
dents lias led some states, like
Illinois, to propose bills requiring
pharmacists to till any prest rip
lions icu emergency contraception they receive
Bui ibis worries some organ!
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-aid
Some'local phatinacisisciilercd
mixed reaction to the proposal.
' .las.loid. head pliaima
cisi al I vkS Pharmacy on West
Wbostci sueei, agreed with ihe
proposed change
"If wc aie opposed lo llilling a

prescriptionl personally i think
we ought to be able to say no," he
said it there's another pharmacist dial's working and they'll do

Glassford said he hadn't fully
decided vviielhei he would leluse
to fill a prescription. "I'm leaning
that way, Inutile situation doesn't

present ttsetfvery often."
Another head pharmacist,
loe Baumgaitner of Medicine
Shoppe in IVmlicrville, said lie
would council and talk with a
customer, but in Ihe end, would
defer to doctors,
"I don't really think my personal beliefs matter," he said, "ihe
doctor writes a prescription, I fill
il."
Ihe bill eeiiues wilb a small
wave of proposed Ohio House
legislation dealing with abortion,
Including one dial would ban
public funds from licing used for
abortions where Ihe mothers lilc

was mil in danger and another
that would ban abortions entirely
Ihe sponsor of ihe absolute
ban, Hep loin Britikman )r., ROhio, of Cincinnati has said in
news reports that his bill was
designed specifically to set up a
challenge to Roe v. Wade in the

Supreme Court
Bui I ana. a e ei s|ionsor of the
bill on public funds, said those
bills would most likely suffer the
same fate as tuber's, lime is simply running out between now
:\\u\ the end of the regular legislative session, he said.

1 (liia's Note The hill mi prescriptions is II.H. No. 469. UUUi's
offii viii I iilumbiis am lie reached
al (6141466-8104.
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reaction from its members, Boyd
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• Fox Run Apts.
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rations like the Ohio Pharmacists
\ssoi ialioii
I inesi Boyda pharmacist and
ihe associations exei utive direc
lor, said such laws make il loo
easv IHI people to get forged prescriptions filled.
I be I ll'A would remain neutral
on die hill itself until il had mole
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'Halo' attracts crowds get a

Weekend video game
tournament lures in
competitors, money
By Lincoln Stanley
REPORIE R

The sounds of cursing, explosions, gunfire and screams
could be heard al 2Play last
Friday and Salurday.
Was i! the sound of a war'VV'ell,
son of. 2Play, located on South
Main Street, played host to a battle royale of "Halo 2," one of the
most popular video games on
the market.
Last weekend, students from
the University and local high
schools came together in the spirit of blowing each other away.
Made possible by the
Computer An Club, the tournament was hosted by losh
Heischer. a junior and long -time
Halo fan, and the official Master
Chief of the festivities.
"I had done one in (he past
IHalo Tournament], and I figured
why not get people together to
play some Halo," lleischcr said.

Out of all the games he could
have picked to host a tournament
with, lleischer's reason for picking Halo 2 was quite simple.
" Cause there ain't no game better than Halo," he said. "It's a real
adrenaline rush. Video games are
the wave of the future, and I mean,
why not get people involved, let
them know it's a real deal thing?"
The tournament, while only
initially drawing 12 people to sign
up in the Union, eventually had a
mowing of 25 players on Friday,
which was the singles tournament, and 40 on Saturday, tin'
team-battle day.
/Ml the I lalo competitors wren I
there just for fun, either.
Every person who entered
had to pay a fee and that money
eventually went Into ihc win
ners' pockets.
The top three players had to
split the money — no percent fix
first place, :it) percent for second
and 10 percent for third.
The two top winners of the singles tournament — Kevin l-avro
and Matt McCracken. both sophomores — took home S22 and

$11, respectively.
Favro and McCracken are no
strangers to competitive Halo,
having won the last few tournaments held at 2Play as a team.
This time was no different.
Favro and McCracken also took
first place in the team match,
earning $31.
Favro started off with "Halo
2" on a whim and hasn't slowed
down since.
"I just started playing it and
whenever I had free time I would
just play it and we all play together
as a team." he said. "That i'llaln
.' is definitely my main came I
play it the most."
WWO said Ilis love of Halo stems
from the first-person perspective,
which he prefers over third-person Shooters like SOCOM. He
also enjoys the fact that the game
is online and has a minis! multiplayer element.
McCracken is also no stranger
to I lalo's sci-fi gameplay. I le'sbeen
playing "Halo 2" since it came
out — which was last November
— and played its predecessoi
before that.

life

calendar of events
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Wood County Corps Rectuitment
Days
Come find out how national
service can help you get experience and earn money for college Wood County Corps has
full and part time opportunities
starting immediately and in
September '06. For mote information contact Ed Newman,
woodcorps@bgsu.edu or 419372-9625
204 South Hall
12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Networking 101
Please join the Administrative
Staff Council Prolessional

Development Committee for
a brown bag lunch seminar.
Networking 101: Tips and
Fool-Proot Strategies for the
Socially Challenged, presented
by JoAnn Kroll, Career Center
Director. Beverages and cookies will be provided. No registration is necessary. For more
information, contact Sheila
Irving, sirving@bgsu.edu.
306 Union
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Apollo Night Ticket Sales
Sponsored by Gospel Choir
Union Lobby
10:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m.
Nevet Again - Drurrk Driving
Awareness
Sponsored by Pi Kappa Phi
Union Lobby
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Catholic Identity Week Info Table
Sponsored by the Catholic
Newman Club
Union Lobby

11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Eating Disorders Week Display
and Info
Sponsored by Bacchus/Gamma
Union Lobby
12-4 p.m.
Rattle for Football Signed
by Omar Jacobs
Sponsored by Sigma
Alpha Epsilon
Union Lobby
8 p.m.
Worlds In Your Wallet- how the
world's money tells the story
of science.
Multi-media show in the
Planetarium, $1 donation suggested. Planetarium Show is
followed by stargazing in the
Observatory if weather permits
on Friday and Sunday evenings.
For more information contact Physics & Astronomy
Department. (419) 372-2421
BGSU Planetarium. 112 Physical
Sciences Lab Bltlg.

BEST DEAL IN TOWN
RENT STARTING AT $320
Limited Time only

GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING
Historic Millikin
HOTEL

• Central downtown location
• Unfurnished
•On-site laundry
• Air conditioned
• Remodeled units
• 2 story loft style
apartments available
• Efficiences start at
S345/mo » electric
• One Bedrooms start at
S425/mo + electric

Summit Street
APARTMENTS —

• Furnished
•Air Conditioned
• On-site laundry
•2 blocks from campus
• Efficiences
$315/mo + electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
$400/mo + electric

445 E. Wooster • Bowling Green, OH 43402 • 352-0717
WWW.GREENBRIARRENTALS.COM

JIMMY JOHNS

DELIVERY DRIVERS
AREN'T STRANGERS.

THEY'RE JUST
YOU HAVEN'T MET YET.

1616 E. WOOSTER

419.352.7200
JOHNS

DELIVER!

.COM

$200

OFF

Bring This Coupon In and Receive
$200 Signing Bonus Before Spring Break!
Some Restrictions Apply.

►free internet •free cable •private bathrooms 'guest bathroom
•washer/dryer 'huge kitchen •deck •fitness room
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QUOrElTNQIJOTE

OPINION

"Terrorists and killers are not going to
prevent me from going to Pakistan."

President Bash said at a news conference with Prime Minister Singh of India.
liMimevamil

STAFF EDITORIAL

Free speech key to BGSU future

With spring break just hours
away, The BG News staff are just
as eager to drop our reporter's
notebooks, digital cameras and
illustration pads and rush off to a
distant beach — or at tare minimum a parents' basement — as
any other students on campus.
Hut before our office is closed
up for the coming week, we
wanted to applaud those in the
University community who've
been active in voicing their opinions about topics both on-campus and off that The BG News has

YOU DECIDE
What do you think has been the
most important local issue covered this year? Send an E-mail
to thenews@bgnews.com and
tell us what you think, or post
feedback on our Web site.

covered this year.
From alleged discriminatory
dress codes at downtown clubs to
the ins and outs of next year's student health insurance plan, BGSU

faculty, administrators, students
and city residents have flooded
our editors' e-mail box on a daily
basis with "letters to the editor"
and "guest columns."
The BG News applauds the
strong appreciation of free expression and debate that exists on this
campus. Some argue that freedom
of speech is being suffocated nowadays, but this independent daily
student newspaper sees a mountain of evidence in our "inbox" to
the contrary every single day.
We've worked hard to be the

premier public forum for this
community on issues that affect
your lives in die here and now,
along with controversial topics
with long-ranging repurcussions
that many are looking for more
inloi i ii.nii it i on.
And [Innigh coverage of issues
like off-campus bus routes, city
zoning laws and higher education
funding have rankled the feathers of some in our community, in
the end building a public discussion about these issues has helped
everyone at BGSU work toward

viable solutions.
The respect for freedom of the
press on this campus is something
that should be applauded by every
administrator and student alike,
because without it a great strengdi
of BGSU — this daily marketplace
of ideas and arguments — would
detonate and disappear.
Beginning March 12 and running through our first week back
from spring break is "Sunshine
Week." where newspapers, magazines, radio and television stations
across the country make an extra

effort to tell their readers about
how local public offices comply
with open records requests — a
right that any citizen can make of
their public offices.
As a public institution, the
University made efforts last
year to inform employees about
their obligations to comply with
these laws.
And when break ends well be
here with the same extra efforts to
keep you. our BGSU community,
weu-informed so we can all continue asking the tough questions.

iriTKKSrIX)TIIKKI)m)R. PEOPLE Abortion issue
ON THE STREET gets fair debate
Feminists need
to look beyond
BG bubble
In the opinion column there was
a mention of South Dakota passing anti-abortion laws.
Personally. I don't think many
of the liberal feminists on campus can really complain.
We can only do so much, and
with President Bush's nominations to Supreme Court, we all

could have foreseen this coming
Honesdy, I really do not think
that the active feminist population can complain about what
South Dakota did because to my
knowledge the active feminist
population has been bickering
about who is allowed in tents
and who is allowed to walk
the streets in support of them,
instead of educating themselves
on what is really going on outside the BG bubble.
The conservative turn is not
just in North Dakota however,
with the anti-queer legislation

regarding children here in Ohio,
and the lack of visible liberal
opinion writers for the BG news,
what does die liberal population have but a dream? While
our very BG bubble is infiltrated
by conservative ideas that are
pushing us backward in time, it
just seems that liberals arc not
being as active as they should, or
should really prioritize what they
bicker about.

JENNY GUTWEIN
SENIOR, HDFS

Recent video footage obtained by the
\ssociate Press shows
ex-FEMA head Mike Brown
and President Bush in a video
conference meeting days before
Hurricane Katrina hit.
In the video Mr. Brown says
in his gut that this could be the
"Big One." He also expresses
that he does not think that the
roof of the Superdome will
withstand the force of such a
large hurricane.
There is also speculation by
meteorologist Max Mayfield.
who standing in front of a large
radar saying that he is unsure
whether the levies will hold.
And Bush, the man and legend
himself, had no questions to ask
during die meeting.
When did all of this speculation take place? Up to six days
before hurricane Katrina hit.
Of course in an interview
after Katrina came to our shores
George Bush said, "I don't think
anyone anticipated the breach of
the levees."
What is the problem in all of
this?
As much as students might
want to blame people for the
slow reaction and response
of the government, it's hard to
place the blame of this on one
man, or one administration.
There is plenty of blame to go
around — to state, local and the
federal government.
But in all honesty, this was a
massive hurricane. We could not
have stopped this thing from
coming. It would have been
almost impossible to evacuate
everyone in its path. This was
Mother Nature at its worst and
it was a cruel reminder of how

little control we have over this
planet.
So what is the problem? The
problem is that George Bush has
denied the truth again.
For over five years, the
American people have been
subject to lies, guilt by association, illegal wire-tapping,
imprisoning of people without
habeas corpus, a war going
nowhere, huge deficits, intelligence scandals, a wasting away
of good will other nations had
for us and the recent selling of
American ports to a country
with actual ties to terrorists.
So when are people going to
wake up and say, "You know
what, maybe our president isn't
doing such a good job. Maybe,
we are not better off than we
were five years ago. Maybe there
have been things going on that
have bent/ broken the law?"
Well, that time might finally
have come.
George Bush's public approval rating is at an all time low
of 34 percent. However, that
still seems a litde high. Have
ya'll been paying attention?
Are there that many die-hard
Republicans who will support
someone just because they are
in the same party?
It's at this point that conservatives and Republicans are saying
that this column is just partisan
ranting. I'm sure conservatives
are up in arms now because
Bush could never have been as
bad a president as Clinton was.
You want to hear that Clinton
wasn't the greatest president in
the history of the universe? Fine,
he wasn't
He cheated on his wife. He
was involved in some sketchy
business deals. He made some
late-hour pardons before leaving
office. He was a shady President.
But an extramarital affair
or two or four really doesn't
compare with the mess that

President Bush has put the
whole country in.
And this isn't even an antiRepublican thing. Even though
the Republican-run House of
Representatives and Senate is in
political scandal of their own, it's
not a Republican thing.
There have been, are and will
be plenty of Republican leaders
who are/were capable of leading the country. But that group
of people docs not include our
current leader or many members of Congress.
I am just asking Republicans
to take a second and honest look
at the Bush's administration and
if they have a few extra minutes
at congress as well. Think this
way, if everything that happened
in the last five years had been
administered by a Democrat,
could, you let everything slide?
And this isn't a "Let's throw
those Republican bums out of
office" statement either.
Substituting one group of
people who are controlled by
money and power with a group
of Democrats who could easily
end up in this exact position in
four years from now is not what
will cure our ills.
Besides, partisan politics never
leads anywhere constructive, it
just angers one side and makes
cooperation harder.
This is a "Throw those
bums — whether Democrat
of Republican— out of office
column."
Congressional elections happen this fall. Pay attention to
who is corrupt in politics, to
who is selling your future to put
money in their pockets, to who
is inciting hate, or spouting lies
for their own benefit.
Throw them out of office
regardless of their partisan affiliation.
Send comments to George at
valkog@bgsu.edu.

ROBIN
SINN
Guest Columnist

I0SEPH A AUFENTHIE
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
jaaufen^i'bgsu.edu

Throw them out of office
Opinion Columnist

What are you doing
for Spring Break?

"No Grand Canyon, so
back to Cleveland."

Hi
BRITTANY HURST
SOPHOMORE, TOURISM
ADMINISTRATION

"Catch up on
homework."

HEATHER EMCH
SOPHOMORE, BIOLOGY/
PREMED

"Nothing, just going
home."

DAVE ARCHER
JUNIOR, BUSINESS

"Work, party, sleep gel
caught up on school
work."

There has been much discussion in the BG News
about the BGSU-endorsed
student health insurance plan.
As chair of the Health Service
Advisory Committee and a
concerned community member, 1 am writing to clarify the
processes that have led to the
committee's recommendation
to continue abortion coverage
in the 2006 - 07 student health
insurance plan.
The Health Service Advisory
Committee is the FacultySenate committee charged
with receiving and considering
suggestions for meeting the
health needs of the student
body, disseminating widely
throughout the student body
information regarding services available at the Student
Health Service, counseling the
Director of the Student Health
Service on any matters pertinent to the Health Service/student body relationship and
selecting the endorsed student
health insurance plan.
The committee is comprised
of four faculty members,
three Undergraduate Student
Government representatives, one Graduate Student
Senate representative, a representative from the Center
for International Programs,
a representative from the
Student Health Service and
the Assistant Vice President for
Student Affairs/Director of the
Center for Multicultural and
Academic Initiatives.
All eleven of these individuals are voting members.
This year, the committee
requested that the following
individuals be non-voting consulting members: the Interim
Director of Purchasing, the
Director of the Student Health
Service and the Assistant to
the President/General Counsel.
The Health Service Advisory
Committee has met regularly
and diligently throughout this
academic year.
Many hours were spent
learning about health insurance, reviewing insurance policies, meeting with insurance
companies and thoughtfully
discussing important issues
of health and wellness for our
campus community.
All of this was done to determine the framework for our
campus' hard waiver health

insurance plan that will go
into effect next academic year.
Early fall semester, 2005,
Glenn F.gelman, Director of the
Student Health Service, shared
that he had received a concern
from a student about abortion
coverage being included in the
BGSU-endorsed health insurance plan.
He requested that the committee deliberate on this issue
— and we did.
We learned that abortion
coverage had been included
in the BGSU-endorsed health
insurance plan for decades
and that several other Ohio
state universities, including but not limited to the
University of Toledo, The Ohio
State University and Kent State
University, had abortion coverage included in their endorsed
health insurance plans.
We found that abortion coverage did not have a significant impact on the insurance
premium.
We kept in mind that abortion is a legal medical procedure.
We discussed the fact that
a campus this size will have a
wide variety of opinion about
every part of the health plan.
The student representatives
on the committee consulted
with their peers to determine
what the majority of graduate
and undergraduate students
would want.
Careful, thoughtful deliberations and discussions occurred
before the committee convened and voted. And, as you
know, the committee voted
to continue offering abortion coverage as part of the
BGSU-endorsed student health
insurance plan and made
this recommendation to the
University administration.
All of the meetings of the
Health Service Advisory
Committee have been open to
the public.
The meeting minutes are
available to the public upon
request.
It is unfortunate that one
issue is clouding the hard work
of this committee.
Health insurance has many
very important aspects to it
and is significant to the health
and well-being of our students.
I believe that the majority
of our students will be very
pleased with the plan once
we are able to announce its
offerings.
Send comments to Robin at
rsinn@bgsu.edu.
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Students concerned about new rates Party gathers for
Wood County votes

LOAN RATES, FROM PAGE 1

changes thai can add up lo
impact students," he said.
"Students should be concerned,
they should voice their concerns
to their Congressman because
they got the worst deal here."
The changes have made Bell,
who will begin graduate school in
2007, even more anxious about
life after education.
"It's just ridiculous.'' she said.
"It will already take me three
years to pay off loans."
As a result of her debt, Bell, like
other students across the nation,
will be forced to live at home after
graduation and put off financial
independence until she has paid
back all of her loans.
But students close to graduation are not the only ones worried about college loans — even
incoming freshmen are nervous.
Although the new legislation
will allow freshman and sophomores to borrow more money,
they're still concerned about how
the)' will pay those loans back.
Freshman
lamie
Combs
worked four jobs this summer
so she could avoid college loans
altogether in her first vear at

BGSU.
She watched her older brother
rack up S30.000 of debt in his first

year of college, and decided to
do whatever she could to avoid a
similar fate.
"I don't think I could ever just
take out a loan and not care
about it," Combs said.
In response to those feelings,
the University has decided to
help the 16,700 students at BGSU
who must rely on financial assistance to pay tuition bills.
last month, the University
announced it would collaborate
with loan company Sallie Mae to
provide private loan financing at
a flat-interest rate of 5.5 percent,
or prime minus 1.5 percent.
Cornell said the University
chose Sallie Mae because the corporation currently has the best
loan rates in the nation.
According to Usa Mitchell,
president of Sallie Mae in B( Bl I's
region, the average student who
borrows money over four years
with the program will save at
least $6,000 during the course of
repayment — that's the equivalent of a new Apple laptop each
semester.
This month, the I Iniversity also
announced a new. need-based
Tuition Certainty Program that
guarantees students the same
tuition rate for their entire time at
BGSU. Freshmen in fall 2007 will
be the first students eligible for

the program.
In addition, the University
will expand the BGSU Success
Program, which covers half of
the University's out-of-statc
charge, to students nationwide.
Previously, this program covered
Student! from Michigan.
"I'eople are often surprised at
just how much money we give
In student aid We want to help

students," Cornell said.
Although she will graduate soon, Bell is excited to hear
about these new options and
plans to look into the Sallie Mae
loan option because of the corporation's partnership with the
I Iniversity.
"I don't trust |xt>ple dealing
with my money or my Social
Security number," she said. "I
feel more secure dealing with the
University."
Administrators at BGSU aren't
the only ones working to help
students deal with changes.
Lisa llassclschwcrl, interim
director of financial aid at the
University of Toledo, said her
department is working to educate students and help them
make careful decisions about the
amounts they borrow.
She urges students at all institutions to file an application with
the free Application for lixlcr.il

Student Aid program, better
known as FAFSA. early in the war
to get the most sufficient aid.
Other universities, like Miami
University, arc heeling up scholarship programs to make college
more affordable.
But Diane Fleming, associate director of scholarships and
financial aid at Central Michigan
University, said universities can
only advise students to make
smart decisions.
She and her colleagues are
encouraging students to keep
loan amounts to a minimum,
review loan amounts and make
sure they will be able to repay the
amounts they take out.
"[Congress] is looking for
short-term fixes, and unfortunately, financial aid seems to be
a place where they think they can
find that, so all students should
be reviewing loan Information,"
she said.
But Fleming said she hopes
students like Bell won't be scared
away by the possibility of at least
minimal debt from loans simply because (/ingress raised loan
interest rates.
"Most students can't go to

DEMOCRAT. FROM PAGE 1
general whose name means
good knowledge instead of an
attorney general that claims he
had no knowledge."
Following Chandra's speech.
Dann said he would focus On
public access to the attorney
general's office and all government documents.
lie opened his speech by
explaining his relationship to
the coingate scandal, which
Involved northwest ()hio native
Tom Noe OV6T the past \ ear.
"I'm the guy that sued Hob
fait over the rare coin contract
to try to gel to the truth about
how he steered that contract,"

he said,
There wen' a few questions
asked by the committee, including one on abortion. Both candidates are pro-choice
The committee voted to
endorse Chandra.
A myriad of other positions

this country," she said. "Loans are
an investment and if they're used
as such, they're valuable."

Dietary habits impact lifestyle, well-being
pare one at home.
Pcrez-Vergara
says
that
University Dining Services is
currently working on making daily menu items at all
the dining facilities available
online. Since the same thing
is not offered at every dining
hall, exploration is currently
the only way to find the food
students are seeking.
Nate Weaver, sophomore,
would prefer lo have a dining facility more like what
Kreischer and Founders have
than at McDonald, where he
resides. Weaver finds it to be a
hassle to eat at Kreischer regularly and typically will only go
there when he is on the way to
the rec.

The first issue of Vegetarian
lottrnal in 2003 contained
a Scientific Update by Heed
Mangels who says "young
adults especially are establishing dietary patterns, independent of their parents that may
persist for the rest of their adult
years."
Early adulthood doesn't seem
like ihe lime to worry about
the health problems that come

later in life, especially while trying to get through school. The
importance of diet and nutrition go beyond just gating in
shape for spring break, even at
a young age.
Iletherington mentions that
people only build bone density until around the age of 30.
which requires proper nutrition and exercise.
"Once you hil 30, what you

have is what you get for the rest
of your life." This is especially
important for women since Ihe
risk of osteoporosis is much
higher than in men.
I here is also the recent evidence that early stages ol'artet yclogging plaques are starting as
young as 10 and 14-years-old.
"lust because someone can
maintain their weight and work
it off doesn't necessarily mean
thej can eat... those unhealthy
rats irr their diets. They still
could be depositing plaque in
their arteries and never know
it until 20 or 30 years down the
road," lletheringlon said.
The American Cancer Society
estimates that one-third of cancer deaths could be prevented
if "Americans ale a healthy,
balanced diet that emphasized
plant foods and helped maintain a healthy weight." This is

Jennifer Brunner ic» Secretary
of State, Robin Ueirauch
for U.S. Congress in the 5th
District, Chomas Osowik for
6th district Court of Appeals,
Melanie II. Iloucn for Wood
Count) Commissioner, and
Margaret
\l.
Murray for
Democratic state central com
mitteewoman 2nd stale senate

district
other candidates to win the
endorsement were Barbara
Syfces for auditor, Richard
Cordray for treasurer. Sherrod
lirowniiii U.S.Senate,leffBretz
for Ohio siate Representative
in the 6th district. VI Wagner
and Peter Sikora for Ohio

Supreme Court lustice, and
lames Patrick for Democratic
state central committeeman

2nd state senate district,

school without loans right now In

WORLD
BRIEFING
BC HEWS HIKE SOURCES

NUTRITION. FROM PAGE 2

lollowed before the meeting
ended at III pin
I he committee chose to
endorse all candidates running unopposed - including

based on evidence from state
of-the-art research on diets
based on plant foods such as
fruits, vegetables and whole
grains.
While simply being on a college campus can help students
maintain an active lifestyle, il
is only temporary. Long hikes
from the parking lot or dashing
from one end ol campus to the
other to get to class can certainly help fil exercise Into busy
schedules. This is inevitably
going to change after graduation, which will require adjustments.
"Everybody's
metabolism
slows down every year we age."
lletheringlon said.
Although
homework won't be a block to a
healthy lifestyle after graduation,
jtigglinga-10-hourworkweekand
home life won't make it am e.isi
er. according to I letherington.

Italian report:
Soviets shot Pope
ROME IAP1 — An Italian
parliamentary commission
has concluded "beyond any
reasonable doubt" thai the
Soviet Union was behind the
1981 shooting of Pope lohn
Paul II. The draft reporr said
the pope was considered
a threat to the Soviet bloc
In cause of his support for
the Solidarity labor movement in his native Poland
Russian Foreign Intelngeni e
Service spokesman Boris
Labusov called the accusation "absurd."

India now in world
nuclear club

policy. President Bush ushered India into the world's
exclusive nuclear club yesterday with an agreement to
share nuclear reactors, fuel
and expertise with the energy-starved nation in return
lor its acceptance oflntemationalsafcgiiards.Thc accord
would end India's long isolation as a nuclear maverick
that defied world appeals
and developed nudearweapiins India agreed to separate
its lightly entwined nuclear
Industry-declaring 14 reactors as commercial facilities
and eight as military and
to opeir the civilian side to
international inspections for
the first time.
The agreement must he
approved bj Congress, and
Bush acknowledged that
might be difficult because
India still refuses to sign the
Nuclear Nim-prnliteralion

Treaty.
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VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

Management Inc.
Now Renting for
2006/2007
Coll 353.5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

Apartments for Rent!
You Can Afford!
SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533
or visit villagegreen-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Brand New for Fall '06
Deluxe 1 bedroom Apts.
• 2 blocks from campus

1 Bedroom Apartments
• 1 Full Bath • Air Conditioning
•Microwaves • Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
' Unfurnished • Laundry On-Site
• Plenty of Parking!

Starting at
$460/ month
plus Utilities

<^!s

C;REENBRIAR,INC.
445 East Wooster St. • 352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

EFFICIENCIES

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

451 THURSTIN - Aaosi from Offenhauer.
Furn. w/ full bath, stove & refrigerator.
School Year One Person Rate S395
One Year - One Person Rate - S365

402 High Street
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 REED STREET- At Thurstin.
Furn. or Unfurn.. One Bdrm. & One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- S465
One Year - One Person Rate - S400

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm. One bath
w/ Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

707-727 THIRD STREET One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- S395
One Year - One Person Rate - S350

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $580
One Year - Two Person Rate - $480

825 THIRD STREET Pets Allowed
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- S465
One Year - One Person Rate - S410
449-455 S-ENTERfBlSE.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $385
One Year - One Person Rate - S350
839 SEVENTH STREET
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $460
One Year - One Person Rate - $395

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

Furn.or Unfurn., Two Full baths.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $640
One Year Two Person Rate - $530
810 FIFTH 649&707SIXTH&818Seventh
Furn.or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate $560
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470
831 SEVENTH
Furn.or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $555
One Year - Two Person Rate - $480
724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

505CLOUGH Behind Kinko's.
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

Unfurnished, 1 72 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

615 SECOND STREET
Furn. or Unfurn. One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

PETS ALLOWED with $250 Nonrefundable
pet deposit at these locations:
831 Seventh, 841 Eighth, 777,733,755
Manville, 825 Third, 802 Sixth & 725 Ninth

JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE, INC.
119 f. Wooster street, Bowling Green. OH (located Across From Faco Bell)
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
Hours Monday to Friday 8 10 -1:30 Saturday - 8:30 - 5.00
www.johnnewloveioaleslate.com

Management Inc.
Hillsdak \|>is.
ins: Fairvieu Ave
1 A. 2 bdrms ; bdrm l\vnh
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/Dryers ■ ■■
2/.* bdrm./lntL-rniM spec ial/
Carports/BGSl Bus Shuttle

Management Inc.
HclnnHc
7Mi N. Enterprise
I .V 2 Nli in apl.
Dishwasher/GarbageDisposal
A.C./washer, Dryer in 2 hdnnv
Free Internet/Walk to Campus

Management Inc.
403 405 S. Church
2 Inlrm Apl/ 2 bdrm TVt nli
i bath/close to downtown

Management Inc.
213 E. Pot
Eft. I bdrm / : bdrms
Staninj .11 S2SS/mo
Laundr) on she
1^ miniilc walk lo campos
BGSU Bus Route

/rtEfcCA
Management [nc.
Trey Auhrcj
842/846/850 Seventh St
Two story duplexes
3 hdnn/ 2 baths/ dishwasher/
garbage disposal Air condition/

NFL: NFL DELAYS THE START OF FREE AGENT SIGNING. WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Redick or Morrison? You pick
Averaging 28 a game, J.J. shoots past expectations

Move over Mike; Adam's the next big trend-setter

By Wendell Barnhouse

By Dick Weiss

FORT WOfltM STAR TELEGRAM IHRI)

NEW VORK DAILY NEWS (KRI)

PORT WORTH. Texas —
Majoring in history with a
minor in cultural anthropology
has provided I.I. Redick with .1
perfect educational background
for basketball.
The Duke senior on Saturdaj
became the leading scorer in.V 1
history. Redick. the most revered
(if you love the Blue I X-vils] or
reviled (if you hale blue-blooded
Duke) player in the coumty has
come to terms with the human
nature of opposing fans and what
it means to be the BMOC
with Redick scoring everywhere and senior Sbelden
Williams scoring, rebounding
and defending The paint, the \o.
1 Blue IMils (27 11 have lived up
to the preseason hype.
But Redick, ,1 6 Toot-4 guard,
has exceeded and surpassed
expectations. In sports — panic
ularly modem-da) a dege stums
— that's not always a simple Task.
"I can't recall anyone having .1
season like this.' said CBS Sports
analyst Dim Bonner. who has followed theACCsince IHTI when
he played at Virginia "With all
the pressure, wilb all the c\|xvlarjons, the scrutiny, 1 don't think
anybody has accomplished anything like this.
"l-'v in il you'ie 111 il a I Kike or |.|.
Redick fan, you have to concede
that given the storied history of
the ACC, this is one of the outstanding seasons that anyone has
ever had."
Redick. averaging JH points .1
game, has set die NOW career
record for three-pointers. I lis
2.599 career points surpass Wake
Forest's Dickie llemric, whose

ACC record had lasted "il years,

"You watch Redick play, the kid
is just unbelievable," said ESPN
analyst and former Oklahoma
State playei Doug Gottlieb I le's
doing tliat in the ACC he's tak
ingevendxxly'sbest sbot and lies
lighting'em up
"The high-level consistency at
which be plays is somethingverj
special. I'm not prone 10 hyper

H^V

* to

il

WMKJJ
^i;*,*
Chuck Liddy APPIwlo

ANOTHER LEVEL: Duke's J.J. Redick (4) shoots over Miami's Anthony
Harris (12) to break Duke's all-time scoring record Feb. 19.
bole. I would pill ibis among
the greatest seasons (Ve seen in
my lifetime"
If the movie' Ihe Chronicles of
liiddick" was as big a bii as 1 hikes
basketball version of the flick, Vin
I liesel would lie U|) for an (Iscat
Bui while II. Ilcdick's college
career Hows into iis flnal month,
and he and Ills teammates gear
up for the ultimate goal, the AllAmerican from KoanokcAa.. realizes how farhehas journeyed.

"Before mj treshman year, my

dad told me I wouldn't always be
on (he moiinlainlop. I le told me
that sometimes I would Ix- down
in the valley," Redick slid. "I didn't
understand what he meant. After
four years here. I understand."
Ihe love lor I hike's program, one
shot launched a thousand (2.590.
actually) points,
When Christian laetuier's 15lonl jumper gave the Blue IX'vils
the 1992 East Regional title in
REDICK, PAGE 7

SPOKANE. Wash. — Everybody',
it seems, wants to be like Adam
Morrison diese days — even
his critics.
The free-spirited Gonzaga star
with the floppy 70s haircut, wispy
mustache and green Celtics pullover from nearby Mead I ligh has
created a national stir at this small
Jesuit college, prompting one
undergrad in die enthusiastic student section at the new 6,000-seat
McCartney Center to even coif his
hair die same way and grow a
mustache in an attempt to create
a body double.
Then there are the opposing
fans.
At St Mary's recently, fans wore
stick-on mustaches. At Santa Clara.
they drew pencil diin mustaches
above their lips. "1 thought it was
more of a compliment," Morrison
says. "They were trying to look like
me, so thanks."
When (ionzaga played at San
Francisco, fans held up a picture of
Larry Bird (Morrison is often compared to Bird) with a line that read,
"Adam Morrison: Half the Stache.
Half of the Player." Morrison
dropped 41 on them.
When the Zags played at
Memphis, fans began yelling
"Where's Scooby?" a reference to
Scooby Doo's canoon pal Shaggy.
Morrison hit the Tigers with 34.
He is clearly the best player on
this Coast, maybe in the country. Fjitering Monday's games,
he's averaging 28.6 points, 5.7
rebounds and 36.2 minutes for the
fifth-ranked Zags, who could be
the first team from a mid-major
conference to make the Final Four
since Fenn in 1979.
Morrison's No 3 game jersey is
selling in the student bookstore
for $69.99 and there are posters
on sale that say, "You cant stop
the stache."
He is a local treasure, a hometown kid who never got any looks
from lite Pac-10, even diough he
set all the Greater Spokane scoring records and has made it big in
his backyard.

Amaida Smith AP Photo

'THE STACHE': Gonzagas Adam Morrison battles against San Francisco's
Alan Wiggins during their college basketball game Feb. 27.
"He's a Spokane kid who's not admits to owning a dozen tapes of
ashamed of Spokane." (ionzaga his favorite player and being mescoach Mark Few says. "He'll merized by die way Bird took over
stick up for it any time. This is games down the stretch.
Morrison, too, seems to play his
home, and he really enjoys being
here and playing before the best in his team's biggest games,
scoring 12 of his 34
hometown fans."
points in the final
hid Heathcote, tile
"He's
a
three minutes of an
retired Michigan State
coach who coached Spokane kid 80-76 victory over
He scored 43
Magic lohnson in colwho's not Stanford.
against both Michigan
lege and now lives in
ashamed of State and Washington,
Spokane, has season
leading some pro
tickets to Zags home
Spokane." scouts
to consider takgames and marvels
ing him with the first
at the phenomenon,
pick in the NBA draft,
"Look at all diose
MARK FEW,
provided he can dempeople with mustachGONZAGA
COACH
onstrate he can effeces," he says. "Where
tively function over
everyone was in awe
the course of an 82of what Magic did, I
fed everyone here almost feels like gaiin■ NBA season with a disease
that afflicts over a million people.
they're pan of Adam Morrison."
Many of the locals have made
outrageous comparisons between Extra challenges
Morrison and Iarry Bird. "That's
Morrison has Type I or juvenile
probably because we're the same
height," Morrison says. Morrison
MORRISON, PAGE 7
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SWIMMING

Classroom counts for Falcons MAC first-team selection
shatters records in the pool

Swimmers Guinness,
Schultz, Ohngren, earn
MAC; academic honors

By Jacqueline Giammara
«(P0BIE»

Junior Freestyle Swimmer
Caroline
Keating
broke
three school records over the
course of the Mid-American
Conference Swimming and
Diving Championships this
past weekend.
In addition to placing third in
the 1650 Freestyle on Saturday
and becoming the first Bowling
Green swimmer to be named
10 the MAC first-team, Keating
finished three of her events with
record breaking times, making

By Heather Riedel
REP0R1ER

The Mid-American Conference
announced the 2005-2006
Academic ALL-MAC le.nn yesterday. Kara Ohngren, senior, is
among the three swimmers from
die University's swimming and
diving team that was chosen to
be on the team this seasi m
For Ohngren and fellow teammates Jessica Guinness and Dana
Schultz, this is the second con
secutive year that they have been
chosen for the AIL-MAC team.
Twenty-four student-athletes
were honored from the league to
be on The Team this season
The MAC's faculty athletic
representatives, according 10 the
MAC Web site, decide the ALLMAC team. To lie apart of this
team, the student-athlete has to
have participated in at least 50
percent of the meets or games
for their respective spon. They
also have to have a minimum
GPA of 3.2.
Ohngren, who is a prim jour
nalism major and also writes for
the BG News, said that main
taining a high GPA is important
to her and also important to
the team.
"We set up team goals at the

Ionian Flower BGNem

TEAM SPIRIT The Falcon 400 relay team gathers together at the MAC
Championships in Akron last weekend.
beginning of the season and one
of those goals concerns our overall team GPA." Ohngren said.
The swim team has study
tables that allow time for the athletes to gel some work done, but
when il conies to missing classes
because of away games, professors seem to be cooperative.
"They |professors|
have
worked with me and allowed
me to either turn in assign
mem early or gram me extensions on assignments dial I
have missed," the senior stud.

"Traveling, especially for MACs, is
always difficult."
Il is hard for some students to
turn in work even without being
an athlete and it is generally
because of time management.
Student-athletes have to handle
the pressure of getting work in
on time and also practicing for
their sport.
Ohngren said dial being part
of the swim team has helped
her become more efficient with
SWIMMERS. PAGE 7

Recruit ready to be'floor general5
Ryan Sims will join
the men's basketball
team next season
By Chris Voloschuk
REPORTER

The recruiting process for men's
basketball this year has two
parties very excited The first is
BGSU. The second is new recruit
Ryan Sims.
Sims, a product of Snider 1 ligli
School in Fort Wayne, Indiana,
will bring a well-rounded skill set

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COtM/SPORTS

L

her our selection as
in the 800 free relay with a
Athlete of the Week.
7:33.30 finish.
Throughout
An enthralled Keating
the
MAC
has so many influences
Championships,
behind her outstandKeating improved
ing performance that
her record breakshe cannot praise any
ing time in the 500
one person.
Freestyle, finishing
"I credit all my swimCAROLINE
in 4:54.28 and added
ming to my teammates
KEATING
another to her list
and coaches," said
JUNIOR
with a time of 1:50.60
Keating. "Seeing my
in the 200 Freestyle.
teammates cheering and
Alongside Jennifer Wright and screaming at me during my
Stephanie Buckner, Keating
helped break a third BG record
KEATING, PAGE 7

to the Falcon basketball team in
the 2006-07 season.
"I'm a floor general," Sims said.
"I won't push people around but
I always want them to play on a
high leveL"
Ryan's high school coach, Ray
Sims, is also his father. Coach
Sims has been heading up the
Snider varsity basketball team for
nine years, and just last year went
18-4 and won the SAC division
dde He knows the kind of talent
that his son brings to the floor.
"He's very athletic," coach Sims

said. "He has a lot of quickness.
He jumps and shoots well.''
The 6-foot-2-inch guard has
put up some good numbers
over his high school career. In
his junior year at Snider, he put
up a very respectable 17 points,
4 assists and 4 rebounds a game,
personal stats that eventually
earned him first-team All State
honors As a senior this year, he
is one of the leaders of his team,
which has a record of 15-7.
RECRUIT, PAGE 7
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Ohngren sets
goals high in
school, pool

_
! Sims has ties with
Tennis team to head south BG's coaching staff

SWIMMIIN6. FROM PAGE 6

By Brooks Obermeyer
lEPOHTM
The BGSU tennis team is
headed to Orlando, looking to
extend its winning streak over
spring break.
The trip will be a good time
for the team to bond." Ashley
lakupcin said. "I'm looking forward to having a lot of fun and
winning our matches."
The Falcons rail use the trip
to gear up for Mid-American
Conference play. BG plays all of

TENNIS

her time.
"The skills thai I have learned
through swimming are invaluable and it goes so far beyond
simply improving my times in
the water." she said. "Spending
20-plus hours a week in the
pool, competing on the weekends, going to class.. .there is not
much time to do much else."
She added that being a part of
the swim team has helped her to
become more resourceful with
her time and to also cherish the
little free time that she has.
Aside from her h igh academ it
marks, Ohngren also has some
high marks in the swimming
records. She holds second in
the 400 IM, third in the 1000
Freestyle, fourth in the 1650
Freestyle and sixth in the 500
Freestyle events on the BGSU's
Top Swimmers List, according
to the BGSU sports web page.
Ohngren said when it comes
time to travel for meets, she
gets as much homework and
studying in before they go. She
never brings work on the road
with her because that time is
solely devoted to focusing on
the meet.
"Personally," she added, "my
grades are important to me and I
think that shows in the amount of
time I dedicate to my class work."

its MAC matches outside. The
matches this week will be the
first for the Falcons outdoors
this season.
"Ihese matches will he good
for us, we can get a feeling for
playing outside," lakupcin viiil.
BG will play two matches on
March 4 against Grand Valley
State and Mount St. M.irvs On
March 7 the team will play against

Duquesne UiuVaaily
Grand Valley State is a Dtv II
team. Tie lakers are currently

1 -1 on the season and are coming
off a victory CACI \lhic in College.
later that day IK, will square
off against (0-1) Mount St.
Maryfe University.
In BG's final match over spring
break, the 1,ikons will play
Duqueme University. 1)11 is 1!
2 on the season with wins over
Akron and Dayton
if i«; wins all three of their
matches they will lie the longest
winning sneak the school has
had in the last seven years.

When choosing BGSU. a
number of factors came into
play for both Ryan and Ray Sims
with Indiana ties being one of
them. According to Ray, he actually grew up with BGSU assistant men's basketball coach Artie
IVpelea. as they lived in the same
county and liave kepi in touch
ever since,
"Relationships
definitely
played a role," coach Sims said.
Another important factor for
Ryan, and for Ryan's parents
especially, was education.
"When we firsi talked to Dan
(Dakich). he impressed that academics were the most important," the elder Sims said. "We
talked about education first My
wife and I are both educators,
so of course academics were

Duke an easy choice for Redick
REDICK, FROM PAGE 6

overtime against Kentucky,
Redick was a 7-year-old watching on television. He told his
family he would be playing
basketball at Duke.
The dream was sustained
shooting on a dirt and gravel court in his backyard. An
intruding tree limb helped
hone his shot's arc. Redick
willed himself to make 15 in a
row from one spot, then move
back.
By the time he was a high
school senior at Roanoke's
Cave Spring High School,

Redick was a McDonald's AllAmerican. The recruiting process wasn't complicated. All
Duke coach Mike Krzyzewsld
had to do was offer the scholarship.
"I drove home after watching him play and I was smiling." Krzyzewski said. "He
could really shoot the ball and
he played with tremendous
enthusiasm. I knew he would
be a really good player, but he's
turned out better."
His first two seasons, Redick
was more of a three-point
specialist than a basketball
player. He averaged IS points
as a freshman; Duke lost in

the West Regional semifinals. He averaged 15.9 points
as a sophomore; Duke lost in
the Filial lour semifinals to
eventual national champion

diabetes, which develops when
the pancreas stops effectively
producing insulin, lie has lived
with the disease since doctors
diagnosed him when he was
just 13 years old. Morrison's
father John, a former junior
college coach from Casper,
Wyo.. could tell something was
wrong when his son began tiring easily and frequently.
"I just remember being sick
for a good month," Morrison
says. "1 went to camp and only
had three points the entire
week. I knew something was

wrong with me. I couldn't function, do anything. I started losing weight and would always
be hungry and thirsty."
John Morrison knew the
symptoms and suspected
the worst: Diabetes runs in
the family.
"My grandfather had it and
my wife's mother had it," lohn
Morrison says. "I knew il skips
a generation. We kinda knew
he was going to ihe bathroom
quite a bit and we couldn't
fill him up. We got a doctor's
appointment and when the
doctor said, you have to go to
the hospital right away because

Ms blood sugar is off the charts,'

the first thing I thought about
was. Why wasn't it me instead

of him?'
"He's been a trouper since
Day I. When the nurse came
in to give linn Ins second shot,
he said, Hey, you belter show
me how to do this because I'm
going to have to do it for tinrest of my life.' you have lo be
disciplined if you want to have
a normal life."
Morrison's parents helped
him cope, but he didn't know
any athletes with diabetes, so
he was basically on h is own. I le
still carries apple juice, protein

No Worries. No Hassle.
Winthrop I Summit Terrace

Property A

Properly B

High Speed Internet

Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Not Included in Renl

Heal

Included in Rent

Not Included in Renl

Not Included in Rent

Hot Water

Included in Rent

Not Included in Renl

Not Included in Renl

Privale Shuttle

Yes

No

No

Pools

Yes

No

No

App Fee

No

Yes

Yes

Exira Storage

Yes

No

No

Flexible lease

Yes

No

No

Security Deposit

$200 (min)

1 Month Rent

1 Month Renl

In the final 12 seconds,
Redick had a turnover on a
drive to the basket and missed
a game-tying three-pointer
with five seconds remaining.
As his father had foreseen,
Redick entered the valley.
Losing in the Final Four, falling short of a national championship left Redick depressed.
Duke's coaching staff
REDICK, PAGE 10

• email us «

Houses for Rent:
122ViFrazeeAve.
247 S. Summit
702 6th St.
702 1/2 6th St.
704 6th St.
704 1/2 6th St.

KEATING, FROM PAGE 6

races is amazing."
Keating shows that being an
excellent swimmer does not come
Without a cost, She began swimming competitively in 8th grade
and continued through high
school, as a four-year letter winner. Last season. Keating placed
3rd in the 1,650 free and was
voted MVP,
" I have been swimming before I
could walk," Keating said.
Swimming runs in Keating's
family. I ler sister is the senior cocapiain of UCLAs swim team her
dad and grandfather an- in die

University ol t IncinnatJ Hall nl
I amc lor swimming .mil her second cousin, I i.iiy I kill |i. is a .1 lime
Olympic swimmer and record
holdervviili!()(Nympicmedals
With her sieilar credentials,
Keating will stop at nothing to
further Improve herself and
hei learn
"My goals for the future are to
help push my teammates enough
that they will lx> able to receive the
honors j have," Keating said.
"I want to give back to all the
people that have helped me be
successful. Once I have done
that, all my dreams will have
come trueT
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ALMOST GONE FOR FALL 2006
Campbell Hill Townhouses - ONLY (1) three bedroom left!!
334 North Main Street - ONLY (2) three bedrooms left!!
Field Manor Apartments - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!
522 East Merry Street - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!
501 Pike Street - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!
425 East Court - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!

We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

look oiil Ini Sims in 2007.

It's all in the family

bars and peanuts to practice
in the same hag he had in high
-i In ml in case his blood sugar is
low. 1 le gives himself an insulin
shot if it spikes. Morrison keeps
a loaded syringe counside for
games and monitors his blood
sugar level with a glucose meter
duringtimeouts, injecting himself when necessary.
"It's just feeling you need B
hiuisi.' Morrison says. "You're
light-headed and kinda get shaky,
like if you havei 11 eaten lunch and
had gone out to play hoops Your
body aaVBS sugar ,iiul once you
gel il in your body, you sum coming back and feeling better"

Winthrop a Summit Terrace APTS.
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apis • Olfice: 400 E. Napoleon Rd
M - F 9:00 - 5:00 & Sat 10:00 - 2:00
4193529135,

already has goals in mind lor
nextyear,
"The main thing is tii.it i want
in play mi B team thai wins the
MAC, and evenmallv goes on to
the NCAA tournament," Sims
said. "I want in gei nn Barn
mates pumped up and hopefully
win something,"
Bui he knows ili.it the wins
won't come without hard work.
His soon-to-be coaches have
already given him ideas of what
to wane on in the off-season
"They mid me to start iiii
ing and gelling stronger," Sims
said. "They said thai my quickness is already there but it
would be even bettei if I started
getting stronger."

Also, both Ryan and Ray
liked the straightfonvardness of
Dakich and Pepelea.
"I've been coaching a long
time." coach Sims said. They
were very straightforward from
the beginning. They have good
disciplinary ways and a good
approach to the game."
After talking with the i'inches,
the Sims' set up both an unofficial and official campus visit.
Il look Ryan alxuit a week to
decide in come to BGSU, and
the official visit was what made

Connecticut

J

Although he hasn't even
graduated high school yet, Sims

Important*

Morrison learns to take diabetes in stride
MORRISON, FROM PAGE 6

up his mind.
"I felt them isi. i H nli irtahle on
the BGSU campus," Sims said.
"Also, coach I tench was up front
with me and we gei along well.''
The opportunity in not only
play division one colege basketball but to also plaj In the Mid
American Conference are verj
exciting aspects for both Ryan
and his dad.
"The MAC is a conference like
no other," Suns said "At the end
nl the day. no conten-nce is bci
ter than .mv other conference
'Ihey'rc all competing for the
simeihing."

RECRUIT, FROM PAGE 6

ALSO FILLING UP FAST...
Am
agement

Campbell Hill Apartments - two bedrooms townhouses
Ridge Manor Apartments - two bedroom townhouses
Frazee Avenue Apartments - two bedroom apartments

Charlestown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

( all to make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG
352-4380

TSDAT
Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-1pm

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419) 352-0717

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH
43402
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Oscar fever rolls out red carpet
f)

JOE
CUNNINGHAM
Film Critic

After a year of waiting, the time has finally come to decide
what the best movies are for 2005 and this year's nominees
are some of the best I have seen in a long time. Most of the
nominees deserve to win an Oscar come Sunday night, but
only one will take home the big prize in each category. Here
are my picks for who will bring home an Oscar.

While "Brokeback Mountain" is probably going to win this award,
"Good Night and Good Luck" is the film that should win this Sunday.
With its outstanding cast (especially David Strathaim who plays
Edward R. Murrow), well-written story and superb directing by George
Qooney in only the second film he has ever directed, this film was
truly the best of the year. Hopefully Oscar voters will realize this.

Of all the actors who are nominated in this category, Hoffman's portrayal of rttinian Capote is by far the best, which says a lot considering
the other nominees. He seemed to immerse himself more into the
role, going to great lengths to look and sound like the iconic author of
"In Cold Blood" who investigates the murder of a family, and gets too
involved with the accused kaUers. Plus, Hoffman is long overdue for an
Oscar and is one of the best character actors working today.

Based on the films I saw, 1 have to give an edge to QiarlizeTheron this
year. She stars as the mine worker who stands up to the oppression
from her male coworkers and stands for equal rights for herself and
the rest of the female workers. Its hard to say who will win for sure
— both Reese Witherspoon and Felicity Huffman have both received
widespread praise for their performances in "walk the Line" and
"Transamerica," respectively.

r award category that has multiple nominees who all deserve
i this year, lake GyUenhaal's performance is by far the most
ling. Starring as one of the two men in "Brokeback Mountain,"
Gyilenhaal carries his emotions and a majority of the film, conveying
them to the audience with words in the same way that Heath Ledger
s with his silence-

In the weakest of the acting categories, Rachel Weisz is the strongest
contender to win the award for her performance Jn "The Constant
Gardener." As the ill-feted activist who goes up against big-time drug
companies, she shows a wide range of emotions and helps carry the
first half of the film. The other nominees just seem to lack the amount
of screen time to justify a win for any of them this year.

^n^q
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Oscar predictions are a tricky thing. There is usually a good
idea ahead of time of who will win based on previous awards
and ceremonies like the Golden Globes, the Screen Actor's
Guild Awards and the Director's Guild of America Award.
Throw in my personal taste and you'll get my predictions for
who's going to show off an Oscar on Sunday night.

Best Picture

"Brokeback Mountain"

PMNpS^urHorfman
loaquln Phoanix

E

The award for best actor is going to come down to who r.
life person better Joaquin Phoenix as Johnny Cash or Philip Seymour
Hoffman as Truman Capote. The personal favorite is Joaquin Phoenix
Not only did he look, act and sound the part, but he brought a lot of
depth and charisma to an enigmatic figure. Since "Walk the line" was
disappointedly overlooked for a best picture nomination, it will hopefully shine here in the acting categories.

■R

Best Actress

In addition to Phoenix, Reese Witherspoon will undoubtedly walk
away with the Best Actress Oscar for her funny and sincere portrayal
of June Carter Cash. While Keira Knightley ("Pride and Prejudice")
was a nice surprise nomination and Felicity Huffman's nomination
("Transamerica") was justly deserved, the other contenders in this
category are just not as strong as Witherspoon, as she will walk away
the winner here.

Chariiza Tharon

Reesa Witherspoon

Best Supporting
Actor

Supporting actor will go to George Qooney for his role in "Syi
He is also nominated for best director and original screenplay for
"Good Night and Good Luck" but he will not win those two due to
the competition. However, Qooney has transformed from an actor to
a full-fledged filmmaker and the Academy win honor him for it in the
form of this Oscar.

Best Supporting
Actress

Amy Adams should take home the Oscar for best supporting actress for
"June Bug." In and of itself, the category is a weak one Traditionally, the
winner of this category has the quiet stand-out performance Adams
has always been a fabulous actress, and her performance as the loving
and naive wife, Ashley, who keeps the dysfunctional family together, is
the kind of quiet role that will win out in the category.
M

Rachel Waisz

Amy Adams

Best Director

The Taiwanese director returned in 2005, two years after the bomb
that was "Hulk," with one of the most acclaimed films of his distinguished career, "Brokeback Mountain." Lee does an excellent job
telling the story of two men who develop a life-long bond after spending a summer together herding sheep in the mountains ofWyoming.
Brilliantly using the camera to tell the film's story, Ang Lee was the best
director this past year.

AflgUt
AngLM

! dialogue of this film is racially charged and thought-,
to the state of racial issues in this country. The film conveys its message
through multiple intertwining story lines, all of which involve people
dealing with their racial stereotypes and coming to terms with them.
This is meant to show that despite our different races and ethnicities,
we all live together and racism affects us all negatively. Monaco tells
this story brilliantly and should take home an Oscar as a result

Best Original
Screenplay

Film Critic

"Brokeback Mountain" is the dear favorite to win with its already huge
bundle of awards, but an excellent surprise win would be "Good Night
and Good Luck." "Good Night" is a beautifully nuanced film that presents a striking story told through traditional and creative filmmaking
means It is also fantastically acted and is respectfully directed by the
talented George Qooney.

"Good Night and Good Luck"

BeSt Actor

JENNIFER
KUHN

Ang Lee deserves the award for best director for "Brokeback Mountain."
Aside from winning the Director's Guild Award and the Golden Globe
Award, Lee dnematically compliments and adapts the original story
with great feeling and depth. His choice of direction in this film erases
2003s "Hulk" and brings back the master who made "Crouching Tiger,
Hidden Dragon." Lee's direction and artistic eye show that he deserves
to with Best Director Award

II

_______
Original screenplay will honor "Crash." Normally, it is very difficult
to juggle die type of complex character-driven story that is woven in
"Crash". Following multiple characters and scenarios, the writers bring to
life the real life issues that are still facing society today in coherent terms
that generally lack in multiple story lines. While the other nominees in
this category are certainly deserving of their nomination, "Crash" is the
type of intelligent drama that does and should win.

Veganism alters lifestyle Student films
earn awards
Diet proves to be
healthy, despite lack
of animal products
By Megan Schmidt
REPORTER

lazmine Bennett doesn't want to
be a hassle
The freshman has been a vegan
for the past year and a half, but
when the strict diet—which
doesn't allow her to eat meat or
any other foods that come from
animals, including milk, cheese
and eggs —makes it impossible
for her to have a meal with her
family, she bends the rules a little
"If I'm visiting my grandma for
dinner and she makes the mashed
potatoes with milk I can compromise," she said. "Ivegansl aren't
trying, to make people go out of
their way to make special stuff
for us. I know I can't eat a perfect

vegan diet all the time."
But Bennett said it's hard to
compromise her beliefs for others
when family and friends tend to
be less than accommodating of
her vegan lifestyle.
"I remember a Thanksgiving
dinner with my dad's family where I had almost nothing I
could eat," she recalled. "1 had a
salad. Everyone was like, You're
not eating anything!' and I was
likc'V*....'"
A former tennis player, Bennett
said she faced opposition to her
newly-adopted jifestyle quickly
after she stopped eating meat
She lost about 10 pounds during the first week of her new diet,
alarming her father, who told her
she didn't have energy on the court
because of how she was eating.
She recently met with a campus
dietician to discuss whether she
was getting the proper nutrition

and was told she was healthy.
She already takes a multivitamin
and potassium supplement, so the
dietician told her to simply watch
her proteins, which Bennett said
can be done simply by "picking
up a bag of trail mix," for the nuts
included in it, which are packed
with protein.
Aside from being vegan, Bennett
works hard to live a life that is
focused on "bettering the Earth."
She recycles, doesnt wear fur or
leather and tries not to use any
products tested on animals.
"I know one person can't do
everything," she said. "All I'm trying to do is contribute to this idea
and maybe convince others to do
it also."
An average grocery shopping
trip for Bennett includes buying
items like bread, peanut butter,
hummus, chips arid salsa and a
food called tabouli, which is made

up of chopped parsley, tomatoes,
onions and lemon juice
Opening the mini refrigerator and food cabinet in her
dorm room, Bennett reveals a
few acceptable items she often
keeps in stock Oriental-flavored
Ramen noodles, vanilla soy milk
organic popcorn and "Tofurkey"
jerkeymeat
Bennett also said the biggest
frustration of being vegan is not
so much the difficulty of finding
foods that meet the diet requirements, but having to explain to
friends why she has chosen to eat
differently from them.
"It really doesn't affect us except
when we get together and we're
gofogtoeatsomcthing,''saidAshley
Albridge a friend of Bennett's who
lives in her residence hall. "Its not
like she preaches at us."
VEGAN.PAGE 9

By Mike Robinson
REP0RIER

Student films made by Bowling
Green State University students were celebrated on
Saturday night in downtown
Bowling Green.
The Cla-Zel movie theater hosted the Falcon Film
Festival, which premiered
eight films by freshmen at
the University.
The festival was designed
exclusively for freshmen filmmakers, who were instructed to make films about
their experiences.
The student filmmakers
formed small groups or were
put into a group of randomly
selected people.

KEEP YQJJR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS AT WVMBGNEWS.COM/PULSE

Each team was given digital
video cameras by the Student
Technology Center.
Filming of the shorts began
in laIIII.Iiv

Twenty-two teams started
but only nine turned in a final
product and eight films were
chosen by organizers to play at
the festival.
Kim Fleshman, the co-chair
of the festival committee and
program coordinator for the
Student Technology Center,
said students draw from
their own lives when making
the films,
"Most students tend to make
films about their experiences
FESTIVAL, PAGE 9
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Art community thrives
Columbus Short North district brings vibrancy, color

m

MELISSA
TOPEY
Reporter

The Short North Arts District is
an eclectic area in Columbus
full of shops, galleries, bars
and restaurants.
"I moved into the area because
it was the closest thing to an
urban area with some culture
and a little fun," said Brandon
Fernandez, who moved into the
area eight months ago.
The area, a popular destination throughout the week, is at its
best on the first Saturday of each
month. Local gallery owners hold
"Gallery Hop", where new exhibitions are opened and the area
becomes the city's arts mccca
as shoppers flow from gallery
to gallery.
The Short North runs along
North High Street from the convention center to just south of the
Ohio State University. It's about
a 15-block area with around 60
shops, boutiques, restaurants
and galleries.
In the 1980s, the Short
North was a run-down area of
dilapidated buildings, crime
and drugs. Short North was
the name police gave (he area
between downtown Columbus
and OSU. Redevelopment had
already begun in the mid-1970s
with people buying these cheap
houses and fixing them up.
Today the area is clean and the
restored buildings are showcases

for art. furniture, clothing and
restaurants serving up haute
cuisine, fusion food or the best
tasting steak.
Other renovations have also
occurred. In the early 1900s, classic wooden arches rose above
the streets of the city. In 2002,
they came back when new metal
arches were installed. Due to a
mechanical problem, the arches do not light up as they are
supposed to. but they are still a
beautiful touch.
The next Ciallery 1 lop is tomorrow. Lven if you are not into art.
it's great for people-watching.
There will also be wine tasting
held liy Furopia, a winery. This
is a great way to taste unique
wines while hopping from gallery
to gallery.

Galleries worth visiting
Global Gallery at 682 N. I ligh
St. has been in the Short North
for lSyears. They are a Fair Trade
gallery, which means they pay a
living wage to all of artisans they
purchase from. They represent
artisans from 40 different developing countries and they buy
from women's cooperatives.
"By buying from a woman in a
developing nation, her stains b
now lifted from being invisible
to providing for her family," said
Peggy l-obb, manager.
The gallery is non-profit and
relies on volunteers to run it.
Internships are available and
interns can earn 5 credit hours
for their work.
Another gallery to step into on

High Street is Studios. They are
one of die longest running galleries celebrating its 20th anniversary this year.
The gallery is run and operated
by the artists in the area. They
exhibit die work of 16 to 18 local
artists regularly.
"We showcase a wide variety of
work and it does not repeat itself.
We show landscapes, still life,
abstract, ceramics, sculpture's
and jewelry,' said Ann Cushman.
an employee at the gallery.

Drinking, dining options

One spot to not miss is the
North Market. Iliis place is a large
market warehouse one block off
of 1 ligh Street. Here you can buy
fish from Bob the Fish Guy, produce from North Market Produce,
meat from Best of theWurst and
some wine from a shop called
Grapes of Mirth wine shop,
"I like die North Market. They
have good food and a nice variety." said Amanda Anderson,
who has worked at the Columbus
(Children's Theater for a year.
A person is able to spend die
entiie day in die Short North
and not get bored. The galleries,
die restaurants, the shops in the
Short North an' unique to the
Short North. You can find one of
a kind items here.
"If someone is looking for art
they come to the Short North
area and walk from gallery to gallery," said Cushman. "When they
get hungry they step into one
of die restaurants and get some
good food."

After the galleries close, there
an Several restaurants in the district to dine at in the evening.
Even on a cold Thursday night
people were out.
losh lay and Sarah Crahlroc.
students at OSU, were going to
eat at one of Crabtree's favorites,
the Happy Greek Restaurant
But David Stonecypher and
Robin ()ascy prefenvd the Skillly's,
a restaurant across the street that
serves Riichen sandwiches.
Stonecypher and Casey have Musical talent in town
lieen coming to the art district
While there if you arc looking
for 4 years and said they enjoy for music then go to Magnolia
the good mix of people, the good Thunderpiissy. a music store at
music and the food at Skully's.
1155 N. I ligh St. It has a amazing
Tile Short North Tavern is an array of must-have classics.
inviting bar to step into with its
Little Brother's, IKK) N. High
warm wood and whisky feel.
St., always has a concert going
Brandon Fernandez is now a on. If you go down for die Gallery
1 lop and slop into the club, you
regular at die tavern.
The bartenders are nice," can seeWheaW perform. Tickets
he said.
are SI0 al the door. Early Man
Fernandez, also likes Skully's. will perform at Litde Brodier's
He recommends die Burgundy on March 8 and Serena Maneesli
will perform on March 10.
Room for some good food.

If the famous passage from
Shakespeare's play, "As You Like
It" were to be transposed, it
would handsomely sum up the
life of Tony Wagener. The stage is
his work!.
Wagener is a st udent stage manager for the theater department
and is currently stage managing
the upcoming musical, "How To
Succeed in Show Without Really
Frying," which opens March 31.
"How to Succeed" is Wagener's
17th stage managing effort since
sevendi grade and even though
one would think that he would
he sitting hack and reveling about
his prior successes, Wagener
hardy has time to breathe.
So many different variables
can combine to make a long
list of possible problems, but it's
Wagener's job as a stage manager to make sure those all get
ironed out.
"I usually try to sit down once
a day in person with die director
and go OWE last night's rehearsal,"

Name: lavvana lackson
Jkjfc22
Hometown: 1 main, Ohio

Major: Psychology
What purpose does the BSU
serve at the University? We
serve as a union for all stu

dents of African-American
decent. We're open 10everyone.
There are no restrictions as
far as membership. We hat * i
political, social, academic and
leadership programs.
What kind of things did you
do to celebrate Black History

Month? We had a rt'allv nice
Interactive program lasl week
called "Where do we go from
here?" diat tried to portray to
students what our ancestors
went through. We had them
tightly packed in a room to
pretend like thai was a slave
ship and we made them grab
wrists and we told them to
imagine somebody decaying
next to you anil |>eople having
bowel movements on the ship
llien we threw collon on the
ground and told them to pk k
it up and they couldn't have
anything to drink. It was heart
wrenching, but rhev totally
were taken by it, very intrigued
Are you involved with any
other campus organizations? I
am a Springboard coach and I
am involved with Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority Inc.

stories and shop. I like to talk
and I lore to make people

A STAGE MANAGER
Wagener said about his duties. "At
the end of the day, between 85
and 100 people will be involved in
some way with the show, and it's
my job to make sure every little
thing gets done."
The biggest misconception
about the duties of a stage manager, according to Wagener. is the
idea that all of his responsibilities
only occur during the rehearsals
of the play, but as he explained,
the rehearsal only lasts about
three to four hours a day.
"It's not just rehearsal," Wagener
said. "On a given day, I could
meet with cast members, choreographers, designers and
costume staff."
Wagener said rehearsals begin
around 6 p.m. and afterward,
more meetings occur.
Wagener said he is looking
forward to seeing his hard work
come to fruition when "How
To Succeed in Show Business
Without Really Trying" opens on
March 31 at 8 p.m. at the Eva
Marie Saint Theater.
"I am looking forward to seeing

ByMartEntnip
■ EF-omct
IMS week the Pulse checks
the vitals of Tawana Jackson, a
senior who is president of the
Black Student Union.

What do you like to do with
your spare time? I like to write

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF

By Chelci Howard
REPORTER

CHECKING YOUR
"VITALS

TAWANA IACKS0N

SENIOR
laugh. I ihink Fin a comedian.
What are your plans for after
graduation? I'm going to
grail school in the fall and my
ultimate goal istnliecnmea
Christian counselor.
In one word, how would your
friends describe you? I think
the] would call me assertive
bei Ruse I'm a leader hut I
also care about what other
people think.
What are your plans for spring
break? Hopefully IH just be

going hi line and doing some
homework. I've been really
busy this semester with BSU
and gelling ready for graduate m. I'll have a well-needed
break
If you could change one thing
about BGSU, what would it be?
I guess I would try to integrate

people more. Loraln is B vary
diverse city where you don't
diink about race growing up. I
would try to encourage people
to integrate more and learn
about other cultures they may
not be familiar with.
What's next for the BSU? After
spring break, well lie having
elections and just wrapping up
iheve.ii basically

Freshman films win
'Winning lies! movie "as
real!) exciting because there
were a lot ol icallv impressive
entries this year," Barker said.
"\Yc were confident in our
movie, but you never know
until your name is called."
The students were able
to edll their Rims ami utilize
Othet services ol the Student
lechnologv. (enter.
Hachtel said the Student
lechnolog) ('enter can be
hclphil to students because of
all ihe services they offered to
the Students making the tilms.
"What we hope for students
to gel out of (his is working in
groups and learning about the
resources on campus." I lachtel
said I he technology center is
,i resource people might not
know Is available."
Hadlttl and lieshman both
said (hex hope the Falcon
Film Festival will continue to
be offered to freshmen every

FESTIVAL, FROM PAGE 8

Colleen Rtdmond BGNws
WATCHING: Tony Wagener watches over cast members of a recent play

it all put together; it's a big show
technically," Wagener said. "It's
the biggest show since I've been
in BGSU."
And the best part of the job,
according to Wagener, is entertaining an audience by putting
on a flawless show.
"A stage manager knows that
they've done a good job when a

show grxw off with no problems
and no one knows you're Ihere."
he said. "When I see a curtain call
and everything went perfectly
and people were standing and
applauding for my cast, that's a
very good moment for me. I don't
need a curtain call myself. As my
high school director said. 'The
cast is my curtain call."

with the bookstore, eating on
campus or living in residence
halls." Fleshman said.
This is the second yeai ol
tin' Falcon Film Festival and
Fleshman said it has improved.
"There was much higher
quality than in last years Rims,"
lieshman said ol the festival.
Michael Hachtel is the other
co-chair of the festival committee and assistant direcioi ol residence life for information technology at the University
"Tile University gels a window
into what the second semester
students think ol theii freshman
experience," I lachtel said. "It
gives us an idea ol what kind of
experiences they are having."
The winner of the Falcon Film
l-estival was "Freshman life: A

Fummaker's Perspective."
The film chronicles the Stor]
of students who win the Falcon
Film Festival, and how they managed to do It
Jimmy Barker, a incmlioi ol the
winning team, was also the redpient of the Best Actor award.

school year.
'We hope to keep it going
year aftei year, and get
more Students involved,"
Fleshman said.

Vegan lifestyle difficult to maintain, follow
VEGAN. FROM PAGE 8

Dan Bums, another of Bennett's
friends, said he has liked some of
the vegan-friendry foods she has
had him sample.
"She brought us some vegan
diocolate cake once." he remembered. "Some of the stuff is actually
pretty good."
"I'd never even heard of hummus before I knew her," Albridge

said. "She's made us eat so many
nasty things, too!"
But Albridge and Bums both
said they couldn't see themselves
committing to a vegan lifestyle just
because Bennett does—bul they
do respect her for it.
"1 think it's a good idea. I just
couldn't do it," Albridge said. "And
1 think being vegan is even more
credible than being a vegetarian."
Bennett said even diough

friends are often shocked by some
of the foods she can't eat, sometimes she is even mote surprised
by Ihe foods other people just
assume she can't have.
'People ask me all the time.'(itn
you eat French fries?" she said
with a laugh. "I guess it's because
French fries arc so closely associated widi hamburgers."
But despite any silly questions or trouble she encounters

Midwinter Madness
atNEWJWE!
Rentals

when explaining her dedsion to
be a vegan to friends and family,
Bennett said she feds a Responsibility to continue with the lifestyle
"People don't understand what
is wrong with Ifoods likcl cheese
and milk, but I just think it's disgusting the methods used on the
animals we eat," she said. "I've
always been an activist my whole
life and I just think diis goes along
with taking care' of the Earth."

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
Starling as low as $1,200 no.+ utilities
• Spacious 3 4 4 bedroom layouts
>! & 2 cat garages with automatic
: "tiers
' Walk in closets and ample storage
• Full size washer and dryer
i Micro»aves. dishwashers, and
garbage disposals

2 lull baths*
Plenty ol parking •
Gas log fireplaces •

tutt-

(in most houses)
Occupancy limited to 3 •
unrelated people
On BGSU Shuttle Route •
Only 2 blocks Irom campus1 •

Bring in the ad and recieve $100 off your
rent for leases starting in May 2006
IBfdronmtSi^iofVwtrnmBnowdvaUifc?
rtaiyfiorn
6-9-BHORJI

mm

'

44SI Woosla

\mtdik

419.352.0717
www.greenbriarrentals. com

GREENBRIAR, INC.

i

M,

IXIJV

fuday 9am-&pni S,-'
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Redick shapes up

For Rent

REDICK. FROM PAGE'

workout maniac.

responded with a bluntly.
Redick was told he was ovei
weight The coaches saw him
wear down at the end of games.
But most damning ol all. thej
questioned the dedication <>t a
player who had made himsdl
Into a perfei i-form shooter.
His fust year iii Durham,
Redkkput on die typical "freshman 15" and topped the Bcales
at 213, Pounds tend to pile up
when you make J a.m. runs
to (iisniii i ,iiuiii.i foi a large
tnirriin. Hut between bis sopho
more and junioi seasons, he tan
out fried lotids and lice ami' a

"I didn'tbir) IntoconditJoning,
training and diet mj tiisi two
years," said Redick, who used
Pitates to liuild strength and flexIbOity. "Then i saw the results,"
As a jnnini. he averaged 21.H
points and started to add to his
offensive arsenal. I lecompieted
the task ol transforming him
vlt from a shootei to a scorei
lasi summer.
"He has an amazingfocusand
determination to become better," said Duke assistant coach
lohnm Hawkins. "Vim sa) he
ilk shoot II
he shoots
: bettei than you think, Vbu saj
he'-, a decent athlete he's bet

The Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by

"'Housas Avail 06-07 Next to BGSU
5 6 bdrm 321 E Merry »C
3 bdrm 315 a 309 1.2 E Merry
2bdrm 304E CourtUp.326 Leroy Dn
ApjsJ S 2 bdrm 316 & 311 E Merry
. More see Cartyrenlals com or
call 419-353-0325 9am 9pm Also
Apts. & rms avail now low as $199

1 "Whether __ nobler..."
2 John Hancock medi
urn?
3 Tire pressure meas.
4 Had a portion (of)
5 Inevitable deterioration
6 Keep house
7 Puts aboard
8 Diva's song
9 Fish story
10 Horse-drawn vehicles
11 Jetson's dog

1 bdrm duplex, close to campus
Excellent cond Aug 06-07 Pet al
lowed 239 Manville S350 mo 419352-9392.

12 Island leasts

1 bedroom apartment Quiet location, close to campus. Available in
August $375.month. 419-352-9378

13
21
22
23
24
25
28

12 mo. avail.in May W D. CM, 1 t 2
baths. 4 bdrm . 2 car garage $1350
mo plus dep. 419 836 7674 or 419360-6060.

29
31
32
33
34
36
37

2 bedroom apartment. Great condi-

Help Wanted
'BARTENOING' up to $300 day No
exp necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

372-6977
The BO New* will not knowing!)
accept ■dvertisements ih.u discrim
■tute, or encourage discrimination
■gains) an) individual a group

DO

the basis ol race, w t color, creed,
religion, naiional origin, sexual
orientation, disability, rtatu

ai .t

veteran, or on the basis «»i any
otnei kegall) protected status

Services Offered
Chicken & Cl
I Dread sticks Campus Poilyeyes The Pi2za Buffet Pagluvs Pizza Good lood
at a fair price
Having financial difficulties'
Good, bad or no credit Fast
approvals bankruptcy accepted
All types of loans. No fees

Call today 1 866-361-5036. 24 his

Trinity I nited
Methodist Church

Attention Needed AI Once, lo earn
$1600 mo No experience necessary
naming is provided Immediaie
Spring Break & Summer work is
available Scholarships & paid intern
ship programs available with this
company Apply now lo hold this position Call now lor interview. 419352 2069
AWESOME SUMMER JOB1 CAMP
WAYNE FOR GIRLS
Chlldrens
sleep away camp. Northeast Pennsylvania (6/17 8 1306) II you love
I and want a caring, tun envi
ronment we need Counselors and
Program Directors lor: Tennis.
Swimming (W.S.I, preferred). Goll.
Gymnastics, Cheerteadmg. Drama.
High & Low Ropes. Team Sports.
Waterskung. Sailing. Painting Draw
ing. Ceramics. Silkscreen. Pnntmaking. Batik Jewelry. Calligraphy.
Photography. Sculpture. Guitar
A.TODICS. Sell Delence. Video. Piano Oher stall: Administrative. CDL
Driver (21+). Nurses (RN's and
Nursing Sudents). Bookkeeper.
Mothers Helper. On campus Interviews March 22nd Select The
Camp That Selects The Best Stall'
Call 1 -800 279-3019 or apply on line
al www camDwaynegirls.com
Camp Aldersgate hiring lor counselors lifeguards, and other summer
jobs Call Laura 866 627-4369.

Warship Timcb
i Uiivnal
■

V

■
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■

■

I -nuni

Prai\ini! and /'nx luimirm Christ
uaW limn,>/ HoH-iiiw Gnm

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $475!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch

SUMMER & FULL TIME
POSITIONS
BEAUTIFUL LAKEFRONT
YACHTING CLUB
SEEKS OUTGOING FRIENOLY
TEAM PLAYERS AS:
SERVERS
BARTENDERS
HOST HOSTESSES
DOCK ATTENDANTS
LIFEGUARDS (CERTIFIED)
LINE COOKS PREP
SNACKBAR ATTENDANTS
SAILCAMP COUNSELORS
INCENTIVE PROGRAMS
FLEXIBLE HRS
EXCELLENT PAY!!!
CALL NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW'!'
WEDNESDAY THRU SUNDAY
200 YACHT CLUB DR
ROCKY RIVER OH 44116
(4401(440)333 1155

tion, quiet area No pets $475 mo
Available in August 419 353 0326

2 bedroom house. 131 dim.
WD. Non-smoking, quiet area.
$700 mo + utilities 419 353 3855
3 bedroom house Close to campus
Available in August New lurnace &
air $675 month 419-352-9378.
3 4 bedroom available May.
$800 mo 640 S Summit St

419 308-9905
30 day satisfaction guaranteed.
1 bdrm & studio starting at $355.
419-352-0590.
4 bdrm house available May '06
WD 2 lull baths $1400 mo.
419-787-7577
Avail Aug 15. 2006. 1 bdrm apt443 N Enterprise. 2 bdrm. apt - 112
Ridge St 686 4651. 419-308 2458

• Patio
• Spacious kitchen

II Mass vestment
14
15
16
17
18
19

Moonstruck
Roberts University
"A Boy Named _" (Cash hit)
Circumvents
Yorkshire river
Chasing game

127 Georgia Ave.
718 Third St.
226 E Merry
220 Dill St
218 Dill SI
202 E. Merry

227 E. Reed
606 Filth St
Call 686 4651 01419-308-2458
lor inlormation.
BGApts 818 822 2nd St
2 BR Apts avail. May or August
$490 . gaselec 12 mo lease
Smilh Apt Rentals 419 352-8917
www0gaDar1ments.com
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available tor 2006
Monthly semester & yr long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
S25" TV Call 419-352-1520.

Female Rppmmaie NsMed CondoAshbury Hills. Furn. 3 bdrm 2 bath.
2 car garage. W/D. dishwasher.
$500 mo util. incl Contact Hannah
(419) 490 3922 grad students pre!
Grad.Senior Housing
Highland Management
130 E Washington Street

419-354 6036
12 month lease only
Otlice Open 9-3 M-F
www.highlandmgml.com
Ouiel Tenants Desired
Grad.'Senior Housing
Highland Management
Homestead liberty
1 and 2 bedrooms
12 month lease only
419-354-6036
Ouiet Tenants Desired

57 Canonized Mile.
58 Half a dance?
59 Have lite?

45 Influence
47 Laugh at a joke. e.g.
50See39A
51 Trustworthy
54
55
56
60
61

"Much
about Nothing*1
On the peak of
Lake source of the Mississippi!
Daystar
Rajah's mate

DUPLEXES AVAILABLE

t

D ..

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 t=>

\{f at rru/fe{f //iiIQHICiitfltHii *■< '"■ ;

f--«trmiAe /& 423--4M
906 INTKRSTATF HKIVI
E«H 139 turner of I -5 and HI 224

ALL STADIUM SEATING
P«r1> i....<„ .l.nilll. r..rl,lnl„ln>
par,l,-H ..r MMiM Kr.»„(>.
( all for t„r,.rn,M,l»,i

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
AQUAMARINE (PGl
145 415 700930
FIHfWAlL.PC-lSl
1304 15 7.00940
flNAI DESTINATION 3 «|
I 00 310 520
7 30950
WHEN A STRANGER CALLS IK-I3I
'Oil
310520730940
It HOCKS IPG-13I
1 30 4 30 7 15 9 45
OOOGAliCi
100 3 05 5 10 7 IS 9:20
MADEA'S FAMILY REUNION l-0-13|
145
4307009:30
.ULTRAVIOLET «-lll I 10 3205307:40950
EIGHT tELOWl-GI
130415700940
DATE MOVIElPG-131 " 5 3 20 5 25 7 30 9 35
CURIOUS GEORGSlGi I 00 3 05 5 10 7 15920
THE PINK PANTHER IPtl 1 45 4 30 7 00 9 30
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26
27
28
30
31
35

1990 Swayzefiim
Ice cream dipper
Creative spark
Panky's partner
See 23A
Benz ending?

64 Out-back building

V

65 Author Graham

d

36
36
39
42
44

Hopscotch
Jay follower
With 50A. trustworthy
Me too1
Genetic compansons
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ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $670.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $670.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
714 Eighth. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $660.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $660.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13. 2006 to May 5, 2007.
105 S. College - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
NO PARKING AVAILABLE. Tenant pays utilities.
Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007 is $480.00,
deposit $480.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to May 5,
2007 is $580.00, deposit $580.00.
217 E. Evers - 1BR first floor duplex. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. Includes use of one garage
space and basement. $440.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $440.00. Lease August 17, 2006
to August 4, 2007.
219 E. Evers - 1BR second floor duplex. Limit 1
person. Limit 1 cars. Includes use of one garage
space. $385.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$385.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007 Noon.

House For Rent
614 Fourth St. - 3 BR. $840.00 per month,
deposit $840.00, Limit 3 people. Lease May 13,
2006 to May 5, 2007.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319, E. WOOSTER ST (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8 30 to S 30. Saturday 8.30 to 4:30
www johnnowloverealestate com
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13 STRAIGHT YEARS

, PISHN€LLO'S
' 203 N. Main ™«°
$5.75 Minimum 352-5166
Open Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fri. • Sal. ■ Sun.
alV€RV

See our coupon menu
n the telephone directory
ask about o ir SPECIALS'
www. pi sane i los iom

2S

ti3

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Conlrac.mg, LLC
419-352-8917 ■ 532 Manville Ave
Office Open 10 -2 M ■ F
www boapartments com

MARTEN RENTALS
601 Third St.. grad 1 bdrm
704 Fifth St.. 2 bdrm. turn.
710 Seventh . 2 bdrm., unfurn .
mature renters.
4 5 bdrm house available May.
Call lor more inlo. 352-3445

Summer rmtes. needed. Fully turn
3 bdrms.. 2 baths Close to campus
$400 mo met. util. 419 262-1368

Huge 4 bdrm a 4 living rooms. W*D
hookup nice area, no pets Avail
Augusi $775 mo 419 353-0326

Roommate needed May 06-07
Close to campus.
Call 216-789-7200

LG 2 BR FURN TOWNHOUSE,
VAULTED CEILINGS.
SPIRAL
STAIRCASE. GARAGE. DWASH
AC CALL 352-1104

Seeking I additional lemale roommate. 3 bdrm. 1.5 bath, house on S
Summit, from 8 15'06-8.15'07. Rent
is $350 month - utilities. Call Knsti
lot details at 419 494-6911

LG 2 BR FURN. APT CLEAN. OUI
ET CLOSE. A/C. AVAIL 8/15/06.
CALL 352-1104
LOW RENT'HOUSE
4 bdrm., 2 ba . AC, W/D D/W. $900
mo May 0607. 835 5th Excellent
cond Pet allowed 419-352 9392

Three Bedroom Houses
Available in August
232 Troup Ave
217 Clough SI
221 Leroy Ave.
226 Lehman Ave
Call lor a complete list
419-353-2787
K & K Properties
427 Clough St.

Subleaser needed, move now Rent
paid to March 15. Apt on Clough
St behind Myles Pizza Call
Marcelo at 419-308 1044.

Three Bedroom Houses for Rent
12 mo lease ■ starling May 06
453 S. Prospect A - $690 . util.
605 5th St. A - $699 . util.
609 5lh St. - $900 . util
419-352-8917

Subleaser Needed.
Big. Spacious House
$275 mo. . utilities. 330-701 -8575

Winthrop Terrace Apartments.
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
419352 9135

Wmiiwmd
NEWIWE
320 Elm St: [wo bedroom furnished apartments. Large spacious rooms,
tenant pays electric, FREE WATER AND SEWER.
801-803 Fifth St: Two bedroom furnished apartments with balconies and patios.
Tenant pays electric and gas. FREE WATER AND SEWER.
520 E. Reed St: Large two bedroom furnished apartments across from campus.
FREE WATER AND SEWER. Tenant pays electric.
507 E. Merry St: Large two bedroom furnished apartments across from campus.
■FREE WATER AND SEWF.R. Tenant pays electric.

Visit our onlv office: Mewlove Management Services
332 South' Main BO, ()I I 43403 (419) )52-5620
Visit our website at wwu.m wlovereiitals.com

Management Inc.
www.meccabg.com
KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS
LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.
• www.meccabg.com
NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007

UNOERWORLO EVOLUTIONiRi4 00 700 930
THE RINGER |PC 111
510 710 9 20
FUN WITH DICK t JANE (-J-11I5 20 7 20 930
TOURS MINE AN0 0URS|«|5 10 7 109 10
HARRY POTTER AND THE GOSLEI Of
FIM|P«-13I
415 7 30
CHICKEN LITTLE Hi
5 00 7 00 900
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62 Gods' beverage
63 Kickoff need

• Pets welcome!

VftHMTTtQ'jAM
AMflTMfNTS

ANSWERS

20 Trustworthy
23 With 31A. trustworthy

Available August 15. 20Cli.
The lollowing 3 bedroom houses
are in excellent condition
and all close to BGSU

Summer Job & Internship Fair
Wednesday. March 22. noon 4:00
Student Union Ballroom
Over 50 companies recruiting1

• Private entrance

ACROSS
I Gratuity dispenser
7 Minstrel's ballads

prise

40 Structure with a key^
stone
41 Weeping
42 More stocky
43 Go faster than
15 Philip of TVs -Kund
Fu"
Susan ol "LA Law'
46 Secret writing
Legendary Giant
47 Facetious tribute
48 Embody with
Giraffe cousin
i Mimgs right
Actor Novarro
50 To one's liking
Fizzling out
52 Flaming Gorge state
Woods" org
Exclamations of sur- 53 Cornbread

Father
Sense organ
Sign of spring
Hearth remains
Meager
Hopeless case
Valuable connections

Stop by office for listing1

1045 N Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

419.353.5800
in(o@meccabg.com

